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I was thinking of you! What about getting together? Let us go to the park! What about Bain de Paquis?
Sunsets are beautiful there! And we can just sit by the lake and talk. Perhaps we just sit, and look. The lake is
blue in early evenings, the wind is refreshing. And if we are lucky, we can sit on one of the stones and be
sprinkled by the water. I was thinking of you!

Words of eternity, what are they? They are words speaking of friendship, companionship and love. They are
words connecting people, revealing closeness, interest. They are words starting something unknown. They are
words opening doors in the present taking us to another world. Have you experienced this, somebody tells you
something and this word has the power to take you to a completely different place? Words making us travel to
unknown universes, parallel dimensions, unperceivable realities. All this in less then a second; a nano-second
perhaps. A nano second is a second divided by a billion times; the Physicists say this exists! :-)

Words of eternity. They are words taking us 'back home'; 'home'â�¦ that place within us where we encounter
ourselves. Words of eternity are words that help us to encounter ourselves.

Are these words always sweet or easy? No. Words of eternity are words of truth, and the truth can be painful,
uncomfortable, undesired.
In the Gospel story, many disciples left Jesus because his teaching was difficult; 'who can accept it?' The truth
about God, our world, our history, our people, our community, our family, ourselves, can be disconcerting.
But it is by facing the truth that we can be free.

When we fall in love, what is the truth about that love? What is the truth about the one we are in love with?
Do we love a real person or do we invent a person to love? Those who live together for many years, do we
relate to the other with all the pluses and minuses, or do we pick what pleases us the best, and deny what is
unbearable for us?
When we relate to others outside home, do we show who we really are or do we put on a face, create an image
that hides our true-self?

In his book When Nietzsche wept, Irwin Yalom, , puts in Nietzsche's mouth a phrase that I find astounding:
"we create our icons in order to be warmed by their presence". This phrase is said in the context of a
conversation between Nietzsche and his doctor. The doctor is in love with one of his patients, Bertha. He
dreams of this wonderful, beautiful, young, sensual woman, to the point that he can hardly function. Nietzsche
confronts him with the real Bertha in order to help him to unmake his fantasy. "We create our icons in order to
be warmed by their presence". I find a deep truth in this phrase. We create 'icons' outside ourselves, within
ourselves, and about ourselves. 'An icon' might be a person, a cause, something that fills our emptiness - we
choose to fight for a cause, to do sports, to lie in the sun, to help others, to do nothing perhapsâ�¦ when these
things become an obsession, they are probably our way of filling the space of what we miss. Manoel de
Barros, a Brazilian poet says, "it is more present in me, what I miss".

We create icons about ourselves and for ourselves. The caring father, the tough mother, the understanding
spouse, the uncomplicated daughter, the demanding son, the human rights fighter, the smart student, the
difficult colleague, the loving friend. When the roles we play restrict us from finding deeper meanings in our
lives, and stop us from expressing the complexity of who we are, we are playing a trick on ourselves. And you
know, our minds love trapdoors. Playing tricks on ourselves stops us from reaching more important truths,
and perhaps, an unknown truth.

What icons have been warming us these days? Which ones need to be unmade?
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Words of truth can create chaos at first. But, sometimes chaos is necessary. Nietzsche says, "we have to have
chaos and frenzy in ourselves in order to give birth to a dancing star".

Many disciples didn't want to experience the chaos that Jesus' truth was to create. They ran away; they
abandoned Jesus. Peter and others stayed. They knew the words of Jesus were not easy to bear. But they
sought deeper understanding and a new openness They were searching for a truth that didn't lock them in a
box. A truth that locks us in, is not truth. A truth that blocks us from knowing more about ourselves, our
family, our community, our world, about God, it is not a good truth.

Is there any 'truth' in you that doesn't allow further research and dialogue?
Is there any comprehension that is not open to a different consideration?

This church speaks beautiful, welcoming, affirming and kind words. But it also speaks words that challenge
us to more profound searches. We are not always within our 'comfort zone'. Can you bear that?

Words of eternity. They catch us so deeply that they remain; we can not get rid of them. We might even forget
them, but their movement within us stays; they revolve, evolve, unfold, are born again as poem, drawing,
smile, reflection, repentance, acceptance, food, flower, baby. The first time Ruthie told Jeff, 'I love you', was
when Eva started being conceived. This is one of the truths of life, words are alive. They are not just sounds
coming out of our mouths; they grow and unfold into something else. It is essential that what we say carries
us, carries our truth, carries who we are.

Words of eternity transform suffering into beauty. And beauty makes the pain bearable. This is the reason
Rubem Alves writes stories, he says, "to realize the alchemy of transforming pain in flower. My stories are my
magic potions; there is neither receipt nor counter-indication." I like this! Words of eternity have neither
receipt nor counter-indication. They come out freely. They do not follow a guide book or a sacred text. They
become sacred themselves as they speak openly, truthfully, from deep inside, surprisingly fresh, new born,
just emerged.

Words of eternity; who can say them? Is it only Jesus, with his surprising, disconcerting and astounding
words? Bread coming down from heaven? Bread that feeds and gives life that is forever? No. It is every one
of us who speaks words of friendship, companionship and love. It is every one of us whose words are filled
with truth, with our own selves. And these words don't have to sound like a big revelation or like a sonata by
Bach. They can be simple words. In their simplicity they open doors that take us to another world.

I was thinking of you! What about getting together? Let us go to the park! What about Bain de Paquis?
Sunsets are beautiful there! And we can just sit by the lake and talk.

Have you invited someone to go to Bain des Paquis recently?
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